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Abstract
Accurate user modeling is critical for news recom-
mendation. Existing news recommendation meth-
ods usually model users’ interest from their behav-
iors via sequential or attentive models. However,
they cannot model the rich relatedness between
user behaviors, which can provide useful contexts
of these behaviors for user interest modeling. In
this paper, we propose a novel user modeling ap-
proach for news recommendation, which models
each user as a personalized heterogeneous graph
built from user behaviors to better capture the fine-
grained behavior relatedness. In addition, in order
to learn user interest embedding from the personal-
ized heterogeneous graph, we propose a novel het-
erogeneous graph pooling method, which can sum-
marize both node features and graph topology, and
be aware of the varied characteristics of different
types of nodes. Experiments on large-scale bench-
mark dataset show the proposed methods can effec-
tively improve the performance of user modeling
for news recommendation.

1 Introduction
News recommendation techniques are adopted by many on-
line news platforms to provide personalized news services
and alleviate information overload of users [Okura et al.,
2017]. Precise user interest modeling is a prerequisite for
accurate personalized news recommendation. Existing meth-
ods for news recommendation mainly model users’ interest
from their clicked news via sequential or attentive models.
For example, Okura et al. [2017] proposed to use a GRU
network to learn user representations from clicked news by
capturing their sequential information. Wu et al. [2019a] pro-
posed to use attention network to learn user representations
from clicked news by attending to important news. However,
these methods cannot effectively model the relatedness be-
tween user behaviors, which can usually provide useful be-
havior contexts for modeling user interest.

In fact, user behaviors on news may have multiple kinds of
relatedness. First, the clicked news that are adjacent in time
may have some relatedness. For example, as shown in Fig. 1,
the user clicks the first and second news that both mention
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Figure 1: Personalized heterogeneous graph of an example user.

news events on NFL. In addition, the news belonging to the
same topic category may also have some relatedness. For ex-
ample, the first and last news in Fig. 1 are in the “sports”
category and they are similar in content. Besides, the news
containing the same entities also have some relations in at-
tracting news clicks, because entities in news are important
indications of user interest [Wang et al., 2018]. For instance,
the second and last news in Fig. 1 both mention the entity
“Cowboys”, which is a football team name. We can infer that
this user clicks both news due to his/her potential interest in
this team. These kinds of relations between user behaviors
can provide very useful clues to model the contexts of be-
haviors for more accurate user interest modeling. However,
in existing news recommendation methods that mainly repre-
sent users with their behavior sets or sequences, the rich re-
latedness between user behaviors is not effectively modeled,
which may be not optimal.

In order to handle this problem, in this paper we propose a
user modeling method named User-as-Graph (UaG) for news
recommendation, which represents each user as a personal-
ized heterogeneous graph built from their behaviors to better
capture the fine-grained behavior relatedness for user model-
ing. The user graph nodes contains the clicked news, topics
and entities, and edges are created between a user’s adjacent
clicked news, news and its topic, as well as news and its en-
tities. Different from existing methods that can use sequen-
tial or attentive models to process the behavior sequences or
sets, it is difficult to learn user embeddings from the personal-
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ized heterogeneous graph. Thus, we propose a heterogeneous
graph pooling (HG-Pool) method to iteratively condense the
personalized heterogeneous graph and meanwhile consider
the different characteristics of different types of nodes. It uses
different pooling graph neural networks for different kinds of
nodes to summarize type-specific graph information from the
entire graph, and aggregates the same kinds of nodes based
on their features and the entire graph topology. Extensive ex-
periments on large-scale benchmark dataset show that our ap-
proach can effectively enhance the performance of user mod-
eling for news recommendation.

The major contributions of this paper include:

• We propose a novel user modeling method which repre-
sents each user as a personalized heterogeneous graph to
better model the relatedness between user behaviors for
more accurate user interest modeling.

• We propose a novel heterogeneous graph pooling
method to learn user interest embedding from the per-
sonalized heterogeneous graphs. To our best knowledge,
it is the first work on heterogeneous graph pooling.

• We conduct extensive experiments on large-scale dataset
to verify the effectiveness of the proposed methods.

2 Related Work
2.1 User Modeling for News Recommendation
User interest modeling is a core problem in news recommen-
dation. Many existing methods model users’ interests from
their clicked news [Wu et al., 2019b; Wang et al., 2020;
Lee et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2020a; Wu et al., 2020b; Wu et
al., 2021]. For example, Okura et al. [2017] proposed to use
a GRU network to learn user embeddings from clicked news
embeddings. Wang et al. [2018] proposed to learn represen-
tations of users from their clicked news using a candidate-
aware attention network that evaluates their relevance to the
candidate news. Wu et al. [2019c] proposed to use multi-
head self-attention to capture the interactions between clicked
news and learn user representations via attention pooling.
These methods usually represent users by their behavior set
or sequence, and learn user representations via attentive or
sequential models. The rich relatedness between user behav-
iors cannot be effectively captured by these methods, which
may be suboptimal in modeling user interest. There are a
few news recommendation methods that exploit high-order
information on graphs for user modeling [Hu et al., 2020;
Ge et al., 2020]. For example, Hu et al. [2020] proposed
to use a graph neural network to learn user interest embed-
dings from a user-news-topic graph. Ge et al. [2020] pro-
posed to use neighbors of users on the user-news graph to
enhance user representations. In these methods, each user is
only represented by a node in a global user-news graph. Dif-
ferently, in our approach we represent each user with a per-
sonalized graph built from user behaviors, which can provide
finer-grained information for inferring user interests.

2.2 Graph Pooling
Graph pooling aims to condense an input graph into a smaller
one for efficient representation learning [Ying et al., 2018].

However, different from max and attentive pooling that are
widely used for processing other data genres like images and
texts, graph pooling is non-trivial because it is difficult to de-
cide which nodes to retain according to both their own fea-
tures and the graph topology [Lee et al., 2019]. Several early
graph pooling methods usually pool a graph globally with a
single layer. For example, Duvenaud et al. [2015] proposed
to sum up or average all node embeddings to form the graph
representation. Li et al. [2016] proposed to introduce a “super
node” that has connections with each node in the graph, and
use the embedding of this node as the graph representation.
However, these methods usually cannot effectively exploit the
graph topology, which is usually critical for learning accurate
graph representations.

In recent years, several works explore to pool graph data
in a hierarchical way [Yuan and Ji, 2019; Yang et al., 2020;
Ranjan et al., 2020]. For example, Ying et al. [2018] pro-
posed a differentiable pooling method named DiffPool. It
first learns soft clusters for nodes in a GNN layer, and then ag-
gregates the nodes in each cluster to form a coarsened graph
representation as the input of the next GNN layer. Gao and
Ji [2019] proposed a graph pooling method named gPool. Af-
ter each GCN layer, they used a query vector to compute a
score for each node, and only retained the top K nodes to form
a concentrated graph. The scores of the retained nodes were
multiplied with their node embeddings to form new node fea-
tures. Lee et al. [2019] proposed a self-attentive graph pool-
ing (SAGPool) method. Different from gPool, they used a
graph neural network instead of a query vector to capture the
graph topology. These graph pooling methods are mainly
designed for homogeneous graphs where nodes are not dis-
tinguished by their types. However, in our User-as-Graph
approach, the personalized graph for each user is a hetero-
geneous graph. In heterogeneous graphs different kinds of
nodes may have differences in their node features and topol-
ogy, and it may not be optimal to directly apply these meth-
ods to heterogeneous graphs. However, to our best knowl-
edge, heterogeneous graph pooling is rarely studied. Thus,
we propose a heterogeneous graph pooling method that can
effectively summarize the topological and content informa-
tion of heterogeneous graphs and be aware of the differences
between different kinds of nodes.

3 User-as-Graph for User Modeling
We introduce our User-as-Graph (UaG) approach for user
modeling in news recommendation. In User-as-Graph, each
user is represented as a personalized heterogeneous graph
constructed from their behaviors. To learn user interest em-
bedding for news recommendation from the personalized het-
erogeneous graph, we propose a novel heterogeneous graph
pooling method to iteratively condense this graph. The details
of our approach are introduced as follows.

3.1 Personalized Graph Construction
First, we introduce the personalized graph in our User-as-
Graph method for user interest modeling, which is con-
structed from the news click behaviors of a user. It con-
tains three kinds of nodes, including news, topic and entities.
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Figure 2: User representation learning is formulated as heterogeneous graph pooling in our User-as-Graph method.
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Figure 3: The proposed HG-Pool method for heterogeneous graph pooling.

Given a target user u, we denote the set of M news clicked
by this user as N = {n1, n2, ..., nM}, which are ordered by
their click time. User behaviors that are adjacent in time usu-
ally have some relatedness. For example, in Fig. 1 the user
successively clicks two news about similar events. The se-
quential information of news clicks is important for modeling
the interest dynamics of users. Thus, we regard each clicked
news as a node and further link the news adjacent in time (i.e.,
ni with ni+1, 1 ≤ i < M ). In addition, news topics are very
useful clues for modeling news content and user interest. The
news with the same topic category may also have some rela-
tions in user interest modeling. Thus, we incorporate topic
information into the user graph by regarding each topic cat-
egory ci as a node, and connect each news node ni with its
associated topic node c[ni]. Besides, news entities are very
important for news and user modeling because users may of-
ten decide to click a news due to the attraction of the entities
mentioned in news titles, such as famous persons or organi-
zations like sports teams. To incorporate entity information,
we regard entities as another kind of nodes and integrate the
set of entities E = {e1, e2, ..., eK} (K is the entity number)
that are mentioned by the news in N into the user graph. We
connect each news node ni with the nodes of its mentioned
entities to finalize the personalized heterogeneous graph G(0).

3.2 Heterogeneous Graph Pooling
Since in our User-as-Graph method each user is represented
as a personalized heterogeneous graph G(0), it is essential to

learn a user interest embedding u from it for news recommen-
dation. A natural way for this goal is graph pooling. Existing
graph pooling methods are mostly designed for homogeneous
graphs where nodes have similar properties. However, in het-
erogeneous graphs different kinds of nodes have different fea-
tures and topology. Thus, it is not optimal to directly apply
existing homogeneous graph pooling methods to the person-
alized heterogeneous graphs. To handle this problem, we pro-
pose a heterogeneous graph pooling (HG-Pool) method that
can consider the varied characteristics of different kinds of
nodes for graph representation learning. Its architecture is
shown in Fig. 3.

For a heterogeneous graph with T types of nodes (T is 3 for
G(0)), we respectively denote its initial graph adjacent matrix
and node features as A(0) and X(0). We apply multiple GNN
layers1 to process the graph based on the input A(0) and X(0),
and the output by the l-th GNN layer as A(l) ∈ RN(l)×N(l)

and X(l) ∈ RN(l)×D, where N (l) =
∑T

i=1 N
(l)
i is the sum-

mation of the number N (l)
i of each kind of node, and D is

the node feature dimension. Since different kinds of nodes
may have diverse characteristics, we need to distinguish the
nodes in a heterogeneous graph by types. Specifically, we di-
vide the graph adjacent matrix A(l) into T 2 sub-matrices and
the node feature matrix X(l) into T sub-matrices according
to node types. We denote the adjacent sub-matrix in the i-th

1Can be implemented by various methods like GCN and GAT.
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row and the j-th column as A(l)
i,j ∈ RN

(l)
i ×N

(l)
j (representing

the connections between the i-th and the j-th types of nodes),
and the i-th feature sub-matrix as X

(l)
i ∈ RD×N(l)

i (repre-
senting the features of the i-th type of node). Motivated by
DiffPool [Ying et al., 2018], we propose to apply T pooling
graph neural networks to independently learn a pooling ma-
trix for each kind of node as follows:

S
(l)
i = PoolGNN(A(l), X(l); Θ

(l)
i ), (1)

where S
(l)
i ∈ RN(l)×N(l+1)

i is the pooling matrix for the i-th
node type, and Θ

(l)
i is the parameter set of this pooling GNN.

In this way, the characteristics of different kinds of nodes can
be modeled by different node-specific pooling matrix S

(l)
i .

In existing homogeneous graph pooling methods like Diff-
Pool, the summarized matrix output by the GNN pooling
will be applied to the adjacent matrix A(l) and the node fea-
ture matrix X(l). However, it will cluster different kinds
of nodes together without discrimination, which is not suit-
able for heterogeneous graphs pooling since their hetero-
geneous properties cannot be retained. Thus, we propose
to condense the pooling matrix S

(l)
i into a summarized one

T
(l)
i ∈ RN

(l)
i ×N

(l+1)
i that conveys node-specific graph infor-

mation, which is formulated as:

T
(l)
i = softmax(W

(l)
i S

(l)
i + B

(l)
i ), (2)

where W (l)
i and B

(l)
i are parameters for summarizing S

(l)
i . To

avoid indexing operations, we apply zero paddings2 to T
(l)
i to

obtain an aligned pooling matrix P
(l)
i ∈ RN(l)×N(l+1)

i .
Then, we propose an adjacent matrix aggregator and a node

feature aggregator to compute the new adjacent matrix A(l+1)

and node feature X(l+1). The adjacent matrix aggregator
takes the previous adjacent matrix A(l) and the T aligned
pooling matrices [P

(l)
1 , ..., P

(l)
T ] as the input. We denote the

new adjacent sub-matrix in the i-th row and the j-th column
as A(l+1)

i,j ∈ RN
(l+1)
i ×N(l+1)

j , which is computed as:

A
(l+1)
i,j = P

(l)>
i A(l)P

(l)
j . (3)

The entire pooled adjacent matrix A(l+1) ∈ RN(l+1)×N(l+1)

is the 2-D concatenation of all the adjacent sub-matrices. In
this way, different types of nodes will not be clustered to-
gether and the properties of heterogeneous graph can be re-
tained. In addition, the relations among different kinds of
nodes can also be modeled using the interaction between dif-
ferent pooling matrices. The node feature aggregator receives
the node feature matrix X(l) and the aligned pooling matri-
ces as input. We denote the new feature sub-matrix of the i-th
kind of nodes as X(l+1)

i , which is formulated as:

X
(l+1)
i = P

(l)>
i X(l). (4)

The output node feature matrix is the concatenation of the
feature sub-matrices of the T kinds of nodes, i.e., X(l+1) =

concat(X
(l+1)
1 , X

(l+1)
2 , ..., X

(l+1)
T ).

2Only rows corresponding to the i-th kind of nodes are non-zero.
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Figure 4: The architecture of the news encoder.

In the heterogeneous graph pooling module, we apply our
HG-Pool method to each GNN layer and use multiple stacks
of them to learn graph representations in a hierarchical man-
ner, as shown in Fig. 2. After applying HG-Pool iteratively
for L rounds, the original heterogeneous graph will be con-
densed into a small densely connected graph with T nodes,
where each node condenses the information of its correspond-
ing type of nodes in the original graph. Finally, we apply a
DiffPool [Ying et al., 2018] layer to convert this graph into
a single node that summarizes the information of the entire
graph. The embedding of this node is output as the user in-
terest embedding u for news recommendation.

3.3 Node Representation Learning
Next we introduce how to learn initial node representations
in the personalized heterogeneous graph. To learn news node
representations, motivated by [Wu et al., 2019c] we use a
Transformer to learn word representations from news title,
and use an attention network to form the news node represen-
tations by attending to important words. To represent topic
nodes, we use the embeddings of topic categories as the node
representations. For the entities nodes, following [Wang et
al., 2018] we first learn entity embeddings from the Wiki-
Data knowledge graph via the TransE [Bordes et al., 2011]
method, and apply a dense layer to these embeddings to align
the feature dimensions. Note that entity embeddings are fine-
tuned during model training.

3.4 Model Training
We train the User-as-Graph model in a news click predic-
tion task. We use a news encoder to learn candidate news
embeddings and predict the click scores of them for model
training based on their relevance to the user interest embed-
ding learned by our User-as-Graph model. More specifically,
in the news encoder, we use the attentive multi-view learn-
ing framework [Wu et al., 2019a] to incorporate news title,
topic category and entities as different views of a news, as
shown in Fig. 4. Similar to node representation learning, we
use a Transformer and attention network to learn the title rep-
resentation nt, and learn the hidden topic representation nc

by applying an additional dense layer after the topic embed-
ding layer. In addition, we apply an attention network af-
ter the entity embedding layer to learn the entity-based news
representation ne by selecting important entities. The final
unified candidate news embedding nc is aggregated from the
three kinds of news representations via an attention network.
The click probability score y of the user u clicking the candi-
date news nc is computed by the inner product between their
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embeddings, i.e., y = u>nc. The scores are used for per-
sonalized news ranking and display. Following [Wu et al.,
2019c], for each clicked news we randomly select P non-
clicked news that are displayed in the same impression to
build training samples. The loss function for model training
is formulated as follows:

L = − 1

|S|

|S|∑
i=1

log(
exp(yi)

exp(yi) +
∑P

j=1 exp(yi,j)
), (5)

where S is the training set, yi and yi,j denote the predicted
click score of the i-th clicked sample and its associated j-th
non-clicked sample respectively.

4 Experiments
4.1 Datasets and Experimental Settings
Our experiments are conducted on a large-scale public news
recommendation dataset named MIND [Wu et al., 2020c]3,
which contains the news impression logs of 1 million users
from Microsoft News4 in 6 weeks (from Oct. 12 to Nov. 22,
2019). The samples in the last week are reserved for test, and
those in the first 5 weeks are used for training and validation.
The detailed statistics of this dataset are shown in Table 1.

# Users 1,000,000 Avg. # words per news title 11.52
# News 161,013 # Click behaviors 24,155,470
# Impressions 15,777,377 # Topic categories 20
# Entities 3,299,687 Avg. # entities per news 16.71

Table 1: Detailed dataset statistics.

In our experiments, we use GAT [Veličković et al., 2018]
to implement the graph neural networks. We use Glove [Pen-
nington et al., 2014] to initialized word embeddings. The
number of HG-Pool layers is 2. Adam [Kingma and Ba,
2015] is used as the optimizer. The hyperparameters are tuned
on the validation set. Each experiment is repeated 5 times.
Following [Wu et al., 2019c], we report the average AUC,
MRR, nDCG@5 and nDCG@10 scores over all impressions.

4.2 Performance Evaluation
First, we compare our User-as-Graph method with many
baselines, including: (1) LibFM [Rendle, 2012], a popu-
lar FM tool for recommendation. (2) EBNR [Okura et al.,
2017], embedding-based news recommendation with autoen-
coders and GRU network. (3) DKN [Wang et al., 2018],
deep knowledge-aware network for news recommendation.
(4) NPA [Wu et al., 2019b], news recommendation with per-
sonalized attention. (5) NAML [Wu et al., 2019a], news
recommendation with attentive multi-view learning. (6)
LSTUR [Wu et al., 2019a], news recommendation with long-
and short-term user representations. (7) NRMS [Wu et al.,
2019c], a news recommendation method based on multi-head
self-attention. (8) GNewsRec [Hu et al., 2020], using atten-
tive LSTM to model short-term user interest and GNN to
model long-term user interest from a user-news-topic graph.
(9) GERL [Ge et al., 2020], using the neighbors of news and
users on the user-news graph to enhance their representations.

3https://msnews.github.io/
4https://www.msn.com/en-us

Methods AUC MRR nDCG@5 nDCG@10

LibFM 59.93 28.23 30.05 35.74
EBNR 65.42 31.24 33.76 39.47
DKN 64.60 31.32 33.84 39.48
NPA 66.69 32.24 34.98 40.68

NAML 66.86 32.49 35.24 40.91
LSTUR 67.73 32.77 35.59 41.34
NRMS 67.76 33.05 35.94 41.63

GNewsRec 67.53 32.68 35.46 41.17
GERL 68.24 33.46 36.38 42.11

User-as-Graph 69.23 34.14 37.21 43.04

Table 2: Performance of different methods. Improvement over the
second best results is significant at p < 0.05.

AUC MRR nDCG@5 nDCG@10

News 68.10 33.37 36.30 42.01
News+Topic 68.69 33.84 36.77 42.53
News+Entity 68.78 33.90 36.85 42.61
News+Topic+Entity 69.23 34.14 37.21 43.04

Table 3: Effects of different kinds of nodes for User-as-Graph.

The results are shown in Table 2, which reveal several find-
ings. First, deep learning-based news recommendation meth-
ods (e.g., EBNR, NRMS and User-as-Graph) outperform the
traditional FM-based method that uses handcrafted features
to represent news and users. It shows that neural models
are better at modeling news content and user interest than
handcrafted features. Second, the methods that consider the
relatedness between clicked news (e.g., NRMS, GNewsRec
and User-as-Graph) usually outperform the methods that ig-
nore. This is probably because capturing the relations be-
tween clicked news can help model user interest. Third, our
User-as-Graph method consistently outperforms other base-
line methods, and its advantage over the best performed one
is significant. This is because User-as-Graph models user in-
terests with a personalized graph, which can model the fine-
grained relatedness between user behaviors. In addition, our
approach learns user embeddings via heterogeneous graph
pooling, which can capture the high-order information on the
personalized graph and meanwhile fully consider the charac-
teristics of heterogeneous graphs. Thus, our approach outper-
forms the baseline methods.

4.3 Ablation Study
Next, we verify the effectiveness of different kinds of nodes
in the personalized graph, i.e., news titles, topics and enti-
ties. The results are shown in Table 3. We find that both top-
ics and entities nodes can improve the model performance.
This is probably because news topics can provide a coarse-
grained understanding of news content, and entities usually
condense the key elements of news and can help capture the
fine-grained user interests on news entities. Besides, combin-
ing all three kinds of nodes can further improve the model
performance, which verifies their effectiveness.

4.4 Model Effectiveness
Next, we verify the effectiveness of User-as-Graph in user
modeling by comparing it with several other user modeling
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Figure 5: Effect of User-as-Graph (UaG) for user modeling.
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Figure 6: Effect of HG-Pool for heterogeneous graph pooling.

methods, including: averaging clicked news embeddings (Av-
erage), attention network (Attention), GRU network (GRU),
and self-attention network (Self-Att). For fair comparison, all
methods use titles, topics and entities. The results are shown
in Fig. 5. We find that Average is inferior to other methods.
This is because it cannot distinguish the importance of differ-
ent clicked news for user modeling. In addition, GRU, Self-
Att and User-as-Graph outperform Attention. This is because
they can model relatedness between clicked news which is
ignored in attention network. Besides, User-as-Graph out-
performs other user modeling methods like GRU and Self-
Att. This is because our User-as-Graph method can model
the various relationship among clicked news, topics, and enti-
ties on the personalized graphs, while other methods cannot.
It verifies the effectiveness of modeling user interests with
personalized graphs.

We also conducted experiments to show the advantage
of our proposed heterogeneous graph pooling method (HG-
Pool) over existing graph pooling methods in user interest
modeling. We compare our method with global pooling [Du-
venaud et al., 2015], SAGPool [Lee et al., 2019] and Diff-
Pool [Ying et al., 2018]. The results are shown in Fig. 6.
We find that hierarchical graph pooling methods are better
than global graph pooling. This may be because global graph
pooling cannot capture the hierarchical graph structure. In
addition, we find that the performance of SAGPool is also
not optimal. This may be because most nodes in our user
graph can provide useful clues for understanding user in-
terests, and it may not be optimal to directly discard some
of them. Besides, our HG-Pool method outperforms other
compared graph pooling methods. This is because HG-Pool
can consider the different characteristics of different kinds of
nodes while other methods cannot.
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Figure 7: The iterative pooling process of the personalized hetero-
geneous graph constructed from user behaviors. Blue, orange, and
green nodes stand for news, topics and entities, respectively.

4.5 Case Study
Finally, we conduct several case studies to show how our pro-
posed User-as-Graph method works. The personalized graph
of a randomly selected user and its pooling process are shown
in Fig. 7. From the results, we find that our method can ef-
fectively cluster homogeneous nodes that have inherent relat-
edness. For example, the news (6)-(8) are clustered together
because they share the same topic and are adjacent in time.
The nodes of the topic “travel” and “food&drink” are aggre-
gated together because from the news they connected, we can
infer that this user may be interested in finding nice cuisine
in travel. In addition, we find that our model can also create
useful node connections. For example, although there is no
direct connection between entity and topic nodes, our model
links the topic cluster b to the entity cluster c, which indi-
cates the interactions between the entities about sports and
the “sports” topic category. These results show the effective-
ness of User-as-Graph for user interest modeling from the
personalized heterogeneous graph via HG-Pool.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel user modeling method for
news recommendation, which represents each user as a per-
sonalized heterogeneous graph built from their behaviors. It
can capture the rich relatedness between user behaviors to
enhance user interest modeling. We also propose a heteroge-
neous graph pooling method to learn user interest represen-
tation from the personalized heterogeneous graph. Experi-
mental results on a large-scale benchmark dataset show that
our User-as-Graph method can effectively improve the per-
formance of user modeling for news recommendation.
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